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SuperB Factories and ECFA �

Tatsuya NAKADA, ECFA Chair �
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)�

INFN SuperB Workshop in Elba, May 2011 �
•  Recent ECFA activities on Flavour Physics �
•  Conclusions of the 2008 studies�
•  Two new inputs since then �
•  Final remarks�
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•  Recent ECFA activities on flavour physics�
– Review on the INFN Super B Factory project �

March 2008 to November 2008 by RECFA working 
group. Report endorsed by PECFA 27-29.11.2008 �

– Presentation on tau-charm factory projects by 
Novosibirsk and Turkey to PECFA 26-27.11.2010. �
Progress to be followed. �

– Presentation of tau-charm factory project by 
Novosibirsk. RECFA recognised the physics case 
for a tau-charm factory, with uniqueness of a 
threshold machine and input for B physics, and 
saw that its scale was a possible national project. �
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•  Two new inputs since then �
– SuperKEKB changed its design from a high 

current scheme to the INFN scheme using small 
emittance beams, and its construction has started�

– LHCb has started to take data delivering expected 
performance, i.e. substantial achievement could be 
expected from LHCb before SuperB factories start 
data taking�
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•  Two new inputs since then �
– SuperKEKB changed its design from a high 

current scheme to the INFN scheme using small 
emittance beams, and its construction has started�

– LHCb has started to take data delivering expected 
performance, i.e. substantial achievement could be 
expected from LHCb before SuperB factories start 
data taking�

→ See presentations on both projects later�
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•  Final remarks�
– ECFA believes that the previous conclusions 

remain valid and hope that issues given there will 
be addressed in appropriate time�

– Even the INFN SuperB “machine” is a national 
project, its fate has a significant impact on the 
European particle physics, hence ECFA should play 
some role�

– What is the community expectation on the role of 
ECFA for this project?�
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